ABSTRACT. Three varieties of algebras are introduced which extend the variety RA of relation algebras. They are obtained from RA by weakening the associative law for relative product, and are consequently called nonassociative, weakly-associative and semiassociative relation algebras, or NA, WA, and SA, respectively. Each of these varieties arises naturally in solving various problems concerning relation algebras. We show, for example, that WA is the only one of these varieties which is closed under the formation of complex algebras of atom structures of algebras, and that WA is the closure of the variety of representable RA's under relativization. The paper also contains a study of the elementary theories of these varieties, various representation theorems, and numerous examples.
O. Introduction. Relation algebras (RA 's) have a binary operation; which serves as an abstract algebraic analogue of the relative product of binary relations. (The relative product of R, S C U X U, is R I S = {(x, z):(x, y) E Rand (y, z) E S for some y E U}.) The relative product is associative, and one of the postulates for RA's is that ; is associative. The associativity of relative product can be expressed by a sentence in a first-order language with binary relation symbols, namely Although this sentence has three variables, it cannot be proved from the ordinary axioms of first-order logic without using four variables. In contrast, all the other postulates for relation algebras can not only be expressed but proved using only three variables. (These facts were first proved by Tarski. For a proof that (1) requires four variables to prove, see [3] .) Tarski asked whether there are any other equations whose translations into first-order sentences can be expressed and proved using only three variables, but which are not derivable from the postulates for RA's without using the associativity of ;. There are such equations. One of them is a special case of the associative law for; called the "semiassociative law",
x· (1'1) = (x'l)'l " "
.
The class SA of semiassociative relation algebras is defined by the postulates for RA's with the associative law for; replaced by (2) . This class properly includes RA, as will be shown in this paper.
About 90% of the theorems for RA's proved in Part I of [1] for RA's carry over to SA's. In fact, about 80% of those theorems do not even require the semiassociative law, and hence apply to the even wider class of nonassociative relation algebras NA. The definition of NA is obtained from that of RA by omitting the associative law. NA's are Boolean algebras with operators in the sense of [6, Definition 2.13] . Consequently the Representation Theorem 3.10 of [6] can be applied. One of the goals of this paper is to obtain a more explicit form of this theorem for NA, SA, and RA. To do so we introduce the appropriate notions of complex algebra and atom structure, and study some of their basic properties. In the course of this study another class of algebras naturally arises, namely WA, the weakly-associative relation algebras. The definition of WA is obtained from that of RA by replacing the associative law for; by
{3}
(1'·x); (1;1) = ({l'·x};l};l.
Note that (3) is a special case of (2) . We shall see that RA C SA C WA C NA. Another goal of this paper is to introduce the notion of relativization for NA's and prove a new result for RA's involving relativization. It turns out, however, that WA is exactly the class of algebras for which this theorem holds.
The paper is organized as follows. In § 1 we define the algebras which concern us and prove a few elementary properties of NA's. The duality theorems for RA's in [1] carry over to NA's and are given in §l. In §2 we define complex algebras of certain relational structures and characterize those structures which give use to NA's, WA's, SA's, and RA's. Some examples appear at the end of the section. Atom structures are defined and studied in §3. Theorems 3.8-3.10 in that section are reasons for introducing WA. Examples of NA's which are not WA's also appear there. Results from § §2 and 3 are combined with some theorems of [6] in §4 to yield an explicit form of the Representation Theorem (4.3). §5 deals with relativization. The major result there is that WA is the class of sub algebras of relativized representable RA's (5.20) .
In set-theoretical, logical, and general algebraic notation and terminology we follow [4] . For the theory of Boolean algebras our reference is [16] . The most important reference for this paper is [6] . We shall use several of the theorems in that paper, and refer the reader there for the definitions of Boolean algebra with operators, and of conjugate, self-conjugate, normal, monotone, additive, and completely additive operators on a Boolean algebra. r x ' l~ , and rx u be the functions mapping A into A which are defined as follows for all yEA: lAy) = x;y, rx{Y) = y;x, l~ (y) = XU ;y, rx u (y) = y;xu.
Parentheses will be omitted from expressions involving the operations of a relation-type algebra according to the convention that the operations should be performed in the following order: u, -, ;, " t, +. Thus, for example, -XU = _(XU), -x;-y = (-x); ( -y) , and v t w; X . Y + z = (v;-«w;x) . y» + z. When the same binary operation occurs several times, the calculation proceeds from left to right, e.g. x;y;z = (x;y);z.
Let ~ be a relation-type algebra. If 58 r ~ is a Boolean algebra, then we will apply terminology from the theory of Boolean algebras to ~, with the understanding that we are referring to 58 r ~. For example, ~ is complete iff 58 r ~ is complete, and x E A is an atom of ~ iff x is an atom of 58 r ~. DEFINITION 1.2. A nonassociative relation algebra is a relation-type algebra ~ = < A, +, " -, 0, I,;, u, I ') which satisfies the following postulates:
(1) 58 r ~ is a Boolean algebra, 
{I'·x);l;l = (I'·x);l for every x EA.
WA is the class of all weakly-associative relation algebras. ~ is a semiassociative relation algebra iff ~ E NA and (6) x;l;l = x;l for every x EA.
SA is the class of all semiassociative relation algebras. ~ is a relation algebra iff ~ E NA and (7) x;y;z = (x;y);z for all x,y, z EA.
RA is the class of all relation algebras.
We will use "BA", "NA", "WA", "SA", and "RA" as abbreviations of the phrases "Boolean algebra", "nonassociative relation algebra", "weakly-associative relation algebra", "semiassociative relation algebra," and "relation algebra", respectively. Postulates 1.2(2)-(7) will be referred to respectively as the identity law (IL), left Peircean law (LPL), right Peircean law (RPL), weak associative law (WL), semiassociative law (SL), and associative law (AL).
It will be shown below that 1 = 1; 1 in every NA. Hence, relative to postulates 1.2(1 )-(4), the WL and SL are special cases of the AL, namely (1'. x); 1; 1 = (l'·x);(l;l) and x;l;l = x;(1;l), respectively. This is the reason for the use of the terms" weakly-associative" and "semiassociative" in 1.2.
Postulates 2.1(1)-(4), (7) were first used as a definition of RA in [7] . PROOF. Use 1.4 and the fact that BA's can be characterized by equations when +, ., -,0, and I are taken as fundamental.
We now turn to examples of RA's which motivated the abstract definition of RA and gave rise to the concept of representability. Let U be a set. Notice that Sb( U XU), the set of subsets of U X U, is closed under U, n, ux u -(complementation with respect to U X U), I (defined by R I S = {( u, w): (u, v) E R and (v,w)ES, for some vEU} for all R, S~UXU), and -I (where
. Furthermore, if E is an arbitrary binary relation, then Sb E is closed under U, n, E -, I ,and -1 iff E is an equivalence relation. DEFINITION 1.6. Let U be any set. Then Re U is the set of all (binary) relations on U, i.e., Re U = Sb(U X U), and
is the algebra of relations on U.
Let E be any equivalence relation. Then
is the algebra of subre/alions of E. 
PROOF. Parts (1)-(4) are easy to check. For part (5) , define a function f mapping Sb E into the direct product of the equivalence classes of E as follows: 
(x + y)U = XU +yU, PROOF.
(1)-(3) follow immediately from 1.10. Using (3) and the identity law, we get x = x;I' 0;;; x;I and x = I';x 0;;; I;x, so (4) holds. Since 1;1 0;;; 1, we get (5) from (4) . (6) and (7) follow from 1.11. For (8) We get x Uu = x by first replacingy by -x, and then by _X UU . Note that 1 = 1 + I U , so by (6) and (8) we get (9) as follows: 1 = 1 + I U = I UU + I U = (IU + I)u = I U • For (10) we first get -x . x Uu = 0 from -x' x = 0 by (8) , and then (-x)U 'x u = 0 by 1.11. Also, by (6) and (9),
It follows that (-x)U = -xu. (11) follows from (6) and (10) , and (12) follows from (6) and (8 Let z = _(x;y)U , and then let z = _(yU ;X U ). It follows that (x;y)U = yU ;x u . By (13), (8) , and the IL, we have l'u = I'u; l'uu = (I'U; I')U = l'uu = I', and hence, by (10) , O'U= (-l')U = _l'u= -1'= 0'. Thus (14) holds. To prove (15) and (16) 
IL
.;;;(1'·I';x U );x 1.4 (2) .;;; I';x u ;1'
= XU IL so, by (12) and (8), we also get XU .;;; x Uu = x. Thus (16) holds, and the proof is complete. COROLLARY 1.14. RA ~ SA. I-x ~-+-( ---x.,.,--;-;u----+) ~' PROOF. We get x = X UU = --x = x" from 1.13 (8) , (10) , so U, -, and ' are one-to-one and onto. The fact that they are also homomorphisms can be expressed by a number of identities, each of which can be easily derived from 1.13(6)-(11), (13), (14 
The complex algebra of a structure is defined in Definition 3.8 of [6] for the case in which the structure has arbitrarily many finitary relations. If we were to treat f as a binary relation, then 2.1 would be a special case of the definition in [6] . The notion of complex algebra also occurs in universal algebra (see [2, p. 379]), but with a different meaning: the Boolean operations are not included, and the notion is defined only for algebras (structures with functions and no relations).
(1) ~m U is a relation-type algebra, ~I ~m U is a complete atomic BA, and the operations; and U are normal and completely additive.
(2) ~ m U E NA iffU satisfies the following conditions for all x, y, z E U. If wE J and (x, w, y) E C, then y E {x};{w} C {x};J = {x} by the IL, so x = y. Conversely, if x = y theny E {x} = {x};J, so there is some wE J such that (x, w, y) E C. Thus (c) holds.
To proceed further we need the following.
LEMMA. II U satisfies (a) and ( c), then Ilx = x lor every x E U.
Then (x, w, x) E C for some wEI by (c). Using (a) twice we get (Ix, x, w) E C and then (1Ix, w, x) E C. Consequently Ilx = x by (c).
Now we assume U satisfies (a)-(c) and show ~m U E NA. Since mr ~m U E BA we need only prove the identity and Peircean laws.
x) E C for some wEI by (c), so x E {x};{w} C X;I. Thus XC X; I. On the other hand, ify E X; I, then (x, w,y) E C for some x E X and wEI, but x = y by (c), so y E X. Thus X;I C X, and we have X = X; I. Let x EX. Then (Ix, w,fx) E C for some wEI by (c). We get (1Ix, lx, w) E C by (a), and then (w, x, x)= (w, Ilx, Ilx)E C by the lemma and (b). Thus x E {w};{x} C I; X, so we have shown Xc I; X. Now lety E I; X, i.e. (w, x,y)E C for some wEI and x EX. Then (y, lx, w)E C by (b), so (fy, w, Ix)E C by (a). Applying (c) we get fy = lx, so y = Ify = Ilx = x by the lemma. Thus y E X, which shows I; X C X. The proof of the identity law is complete.
The Peircean laws hold in ~ m U iff the following formulas are equivalent for all
We shall only prove the first two are equivalent; the other equivalences can be proved similarly. (2) . Suppose wE J and (w, x, x), ( x, y, z) E C. Then {x} C {w};{x} and z E {x};{y}, so z E {w};{x};{y} C {w};U;U = {w};U by the WL.
Assume U satisfies (a)-(d). Then ~m U E NA by (2), so we need only prove the WL for ~m U. Let WE Sb U and z E (l n W);U;U. Then there are w E J n W, u E U, x E (l n W);U, and y E U such that (w, u, x) , (x, y, z) E C. But
The opposite inclusion follows from 1.13(4).
Thus (e)·holds. Now suppose U satisfies (a)-(c) and (e). Then ~m U E NA by (2), and V;U C V; U; U for every V E Sb U by 1.13(4). Suppose z E V; U; U. Then there are v E V,
Then z E {x};{y} C {v};{w};{y} = {v};({w};{y}) by the AL, so there is some
Suppose U satisfies (a)-(c) and (f). Then ~m U E NA by (2 [10] or [12, p. 63] ), and it follows from [9] that @i{I,3}) ERA -RRA iff there is no projective plane of order a -2. The Bruck-Ryser Theorem, on the nonexistence of projective planes, implies that @ i {I, 3}) E RA -RRA for infinitely many values of a. These nonrepresentable RA's are used in [14] to show that RRA is not finitely axiomatizable. In the other direction, we have @ i X) E RRA whenever @ i X) E RA and a"; 3, @i{3}) E RRA, and @i{I,2}), @i{I,2,3}) E RRA for all a. (See [12] .)
The remaining unsettled cases are collected in the following problem. PROOF. Let x E At 9l. Then for every yEA, either x . yU = 0 or x . yU = x. But x . yU = 0 iff XU 'y = 0 by 1.11, and x . yU = x iff XU 'y = XU by 1.13(11), (8) .
Hence XU 'y = 0 or XU 'y = xu. Also, 0 =1= XU since otherwise 0 = OU = x Uu = x by 1.13 (7), (8) . Thus XU EAt 9l.
The notion of atom structure was introduced as a way of recapturing the structure from which a complex algebra is constructed, as in 3.3. (A similar situation occurs in [4, pp. 453-461] .) But this construction can be applied to any NA, as shown by 3.4, so we may consider the algebra ~m 9lt 9l obtained from an arbitrary 9l E NA. We shall see that ~ m 9l t 9l ~ 2! whenever 2! is complete and atomic, but ~ m 2! t 2! fl N A for some complete nonatomic 2! E NA. On the other hand, ~m 2!t 2! E WA whenever 2! E WA. To prove the latter result we need a theorem about atoms in WA's which fails for NA's. The verification of the IL in ~ splits into three cases: if Theorem 3.9 shows that the hypothesis of 3.8 cannot be weakened from 2£ E WA to 2£ E NA. The next theorem shows that no stronger conclusion than ~m 2£t 2£ E WA can be obtained by assuming 2£ E RRA. 
PROOF. Let
for some 2( (;;; ~, ~m 2(t 2( ~ m.
If (1)- (3) hold, then the proof is complete, since 2( E RRA by (2) and (3) (7) or (8) . (In fact, since (7) and (8) imply (5) and (6) , P can be extended to (K XL) U (L X K) in any manner consistent with (4) , (7), and (8) . ) Suppose K, L, m, and p satisfy (4)-(6). Then we get an embedding F of ~ into 9le(K U L U {m}) as follows: Another sequence of equivalent formulas, with a EAt 2f, proves f(x U ) = Ux)U ; a Ef{x U ),
(2) If 2f ~ ~ m 2f t 2f, then 2f is obviously complete. Suppose 2f is complete. In view of (1), it suffices to show f is onto. Let X CAt 2f. Then ~X exists and f(~X) = X. Thus f is onto and 2f ~ ~ m 2f t 2f. Theorem 3.13 shows that every complete and atomic NA is isomorphic to a complex algebra. In particular, every finite NA is isomorphic to the complex algebra of its atom structure. Obviously not every NA has this property, since there are incomplete NA's. However every atomic (and possibly incomplete) NA is isomorphic to a subalgebra of a complex algebra, and we shall see later (in 4.3) that this conclusion can be extended to all NA's. 4 . Perfect extensions. The notion of perfect extension is defined for BA's with operators in Definition 2.14 of [6] , and applies to NA's by 1.12. ( PROOF. Theorem 2.15 of [6] insures that there is a BA with operators 2f which is a perfect extension of ~, and 2.17 of [6] insures that 2f is unique in the sense of (2). We wish to use 2.18 of [6] to show that 2f E NA and (3) holds. Since complementation is not taken as a fundamental operation of BA's in [6] , the term "equationally definable class" in 2.18 refers to a class of BA's with operators which is definable by equations containing no operation symbol for complementation. It follows from 1.4 that NA, WA, SA, and RA are such classes, so 2.18 applies.
It is not known whether RRA can be defined by equations without using complementation. Nevertheless, D. Monk proved that perfect extensions of representable RA's are representable (as reported in [12, p. 66] Suppose E is an equivalence relation and R C E. Then R E Sr 60 E iff R is symmetric (R-l = R) and reflexive over its field (Id FdR C R). PROOF. Part (1) follows from 5.5 and 5.7(3). We shall prove Rl WA t;:;;; WA, from which (2) follows by 5.7(3).
Let ~ E WA and x E Sr~. Since !nIx ~ E NA by 5.5, it suffices to show that !nIx ~ satisfies the WL. Lety E Rlx~' Then (1:' y);xx';;; (1:' y);Xx;Xx by 1.13 (4) , and (12) , (14) , IL The next theorem shows that SA, RA, and RRA are not closed under relativization. THEOREM 5.9. Let U be a set, and R E Sr!ne U.
PROOF. R is symmetric and reflexive over its field, since R E Sr !n e U. So if R is transitive, then R is an equivalence relation and !n 1 R !n e U = So R by 5.3(1).
Suppose R is not transitive. We know that !nlR!ne U E WA by 5.8 (2) . Obviously !nlR!ne Uis complete and atomic, so !nIR!ne U ~ (;£:m ~t !nIR!ne Uby 3.13 (2) . We shall show that ~ t !n 1 R !n e U fails to satisfy 2.2( e), and hence !n 1 R !n e U fl SA. Note and y = {(b, c) }. Then w, y EAt lRIR lRe U, and v, x E AtlRIRlReU since R is symmetric and reflexive. Then (v,w,x) , (x,y,y)E C(9U R 9!e U) but there is no u E At lR 1 R lR e U such that (v, u, y) E C(9!IR 9!e U).
We have seen that NA and WA are closed under RI and SRI, while SA, RA, and RRA are not; in fact, RI RRA and SRI RRA contain complete atomic WA's which are not SA's. The rest of this section is devoted to the problem of characterizing RI RRA and SRI RRA. We will show that every complete atomic WA is in RI RRA, and hence WA = SRI RRA. The proof is divided into two parts. After a definition and two lemmas we will show in 5.l3 that every complete atomic WA is the relativization of a complete atomic WA which satisfies a special condition. Then, after another definition and four more lemmas, we will show in 5.l9 that any atomic WA satisfying the special condition is in RRA. 
PROOF. (1) follows immediately from 1.13 (8) . Suppose x,..;; 1'. Then, using 1.13(3), (12) , (14) 1.13 (3), (12), (14), IL,
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use SO X d = yd by (1) and (2) . From 0 =1= x = y;z . x we get yU ;x . z =1= 0 by the LPL, and 0 =1= ZU ; yU • XU by 1.13 (7), (8) , (11) 
Define f E Vu as follows:
Let D be the subset of 3U consisting of all triples of the following types: There are seven other cases depending on the type of (x, y, z). These cases are listed below. Throughout the list we assume q, u, v, w E I('OC) and x, y E At ~.
(1) (w,x,x) , (x,y,(xd,y w,(xd,u) , (xd,u»,«xd,u) ,(u,x'),X)E C', (5) (w,x,x) , (x,(x',u) ,(xd,U»EC', (6) (w,(u,xd) ,(U,xd»,«U,xd),x,(u,X'»E C', (7) (w, (u,v) , (u,v»,«u,v) , (v,q) ,(u,q»E C'. Case (2) . By 5.12 (2) 
Case (3) . The first triple can only be type (lIb), so yd = w d . Then yd = w by 5.11 (2) , and (w, y, y) E C('Jl) by 5.12 (2) .
Case (4) . Similar to case (3). Case (5) . Similar to case (1).
Case (6) . The first triple must be type (lIb), so u = w d = w by 5.11 (2) . Then (w, (u, x'), (u, x'» is type (lIb) as well. Case (7) . Similar to case (6) .
This completes the proof of Q: m U E W A. The crucial fact, which is needed to show that these two algebras have the same relative product, is that C; n 3 At ~ = C('Jl 
Consider At
Using (**) we getyd = U, yr = q, and w = v. Then (y, (q, w) , (u, v»= (y, (yr, v) , (yd, v» is a triple of type (lIb) and x' C y';z'. PROOF. Define R(x) = {(K, A):K, A < a and IKA ~ x} for all x EA. Clearly, if
for all x, yEA.
Clearly R(O) = 0 and R(1) = a X a. Consequently R is an embedding of ~I ~ into ~ I ffi ea.
We get Ida = R(l') from 5.14(1), and R(xU) = R(X)-l from 5.14(2). It follows from 5.14(3) that R(x) I R(y) C R(x;y), while R(x;y) C R(x) I R(y) since I is complete. Thus R is an embedding of ~ into ffi e a. p. < a. These formulas follow from 1.13(8), (16) . Obviously m satisfies half of 5.14(1), namely m,.,. ,.;;;; l' for all p. < a + 1. We will prove the other half of 5.14(1) later. Before continuing we make some observations which will simplify the proof that I satisfies 5.14(3). (4) PROOF. Since (/C, A, X, y) is a flaw in I, we have I,,>. ,.;;;; x;y, and so, by 5 a a , . , . · (6) m~v=mv. forallp.,p<a+1.
PROOF. Using (5) and 5.14(2) for m, we have m~. = (m~.)d = m~,. = m ••.
For all p., P, ~ < a + 1, the six formulas which can be obtained from m,.. ,.;;;; m,.€; m€. by permuting the subscripts p., P, ~ are equivalent.
PROOF. This follows from the Peircean laws, mE (a+l)X(a+l) At 2{, and 5.14 (2) for m. For (7) , that v = a. Thus p., g < a = v. Suppose {p., g} *" {/C, A}. We may assume, by (7) , that p. *" /C, A. Then m,.. = m,.a = a(l,.,., x' ), and from (5) and (6) 
